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CECI ET CELA

This issue Will probably be too late to go outjn the did nothing for

~ sash’s.

SS to.™ a » «.«-w <>= »
So soddy. iPn-th of two pieces in this issue. You

Je regret also the eX^ss £ encOuragemcnt, I’m going
shouldn't have encouraged me, bojs, but & and Beta Knything
to try to hold to a normal mximunofthreepa^  ̂ & separate article,
that takes up too much space to comment • - • jVer the hump in
The length of the Unknown review ’ana.^d^hl ~ \ the secds of a more 
these prosine reviews, and in the meantime v.kept things.
varied magazine in the three-pages w this issue unoo p g^gg-,.
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CfflMMm. ALPHA A® beta in THE EIGHTEENTH LAILIUG 
The last Milling was very discussion-provocative
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SCIENTIEICOMICS .
You may now heave a deep sigh of relie

REJECTED —SCIENTIAL
,7c attempt to formulate a

I TEWS FROM MY SCRAPBOOKS
Of no particular interest

policy concerning sociological discussions

to anyone, not even me

THEY DID NOT BE
Something more authentic

"Zno prove that you don't have to your audience thi* 

it’s true for it to t)e funny
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COMMENTARY, ALPHA AND BEU IN THE EIGHTEENTH MAILING

Our 4-^-year-old baby seems to be doing very
up for dues, I got the post-Wailing an 2\f t ended the paragraf there, be-
die. (Draughon’s Business College wo ‘ la t fian line of a paragraf.

word of a p^

aoes look kind* bad. tQ the atoission of associate members into the
EABA continues. It complicates matters badly, and we donat 
benefit to the active EAPA members will result me.31Jers hag
the maximm, $15 more per year in thetrea s y, expense, which will
to turn out ten more copies P^^tn^ease in our own dues. No objection
amount to practically as me. as Editor to the Sectry.
to the other amendment, about shifting ad- y - d Ung. he 6hOuld know
Hilt’s suggestion for compressing Ramblings - PP Occasionally
that I hX't the time to type twicescratchpad at the 
I do draft an article anead oi time, usua y is lon^er than it would have
office. But usually the result x^that,^ -ticle^i^longe: 

been otherwise, iry as \ e • > . . . t<= it pnuallv significant that every
closing comments on the unions . asQone of the first steps in grasping
dictator has destroyed or ?g of course a debatable point here.)
power? (Uussolim s accord -ith th secret societies. Any cause
The same is probably true also of iw -* obstacle to the establishment of 
in which some people believe very strong^ school upcrinten-

xem bb&uc. 1 rememoer & reminded me of my own
of the Kiwanis Club ^th^subdu^^^e^rated in a

dictator has <■------ ■ ’ with the Pope is
The same is probably true also ( 

a*'t'otalitarian'state. I remember noticing one 
dent sxjOxCC -— 
attachment to the Boy Scouts, 
devoted to one ideal.

In nucleus wc like: 
romember reading before). The two filler 
Spencer's almost-definition of fans as those"®cience_£iction. it's tho best 
way which finds expression in a strong in interesting food for spocu-
short definition of what is a fan tna - - twenty fans without
lation in Chauvonet's chilling statement it 13 nitJ1 chauV0net's assor-

. Those JT1.'. covers reproduce very nicely in hal 
diced photographically, or by litho somothi^ £s^r<1,s VOAllnworBU 
Spotlite best in the EArA/JT. And aea . .. - 3 itarisn before Joe and Adolf
army; I’ll bet he was raving bloody murder agains nf Keck’s
had their falling-out.... In the R 
comment on the two views of Miske. 
issue, but we don't like that apostrophe in Its .
HC, I'm disappointed in you fo* a ‘ ’ ’objected to it, for there .
Lensman; tho I was ready to crawl all,over you y J teck in
are times when hisses are quite in order. “ fioatioa for this sort of
the at-presont-unwordubic roaches - - days....' Jhrsaci's poem is rather
language, that I'll be trotting out one 0. those du. s Wished in distin-
.xnfascinating to one who doesn t .^-ive in Hoc t ?ehashos “Two Thousand

ero/S’^sS^d := X - Declaration of Independence

The Daffy Poetics (those that we 
auotes, particularly the one from ”-ardy". 

abnormal in that particular 
; it's tho best 

The interesting food for spcca-

• are those photos ropro—
or something else? Next to that wo liked the

- « Burford’s volunteered for the

& C, we don’t quite get the point of neck’s
,fe liked Cooperation at It's Best best in this 

Beta, llotes and Queries, neck, 
the first installment of SS 
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and. talks abouMbicentive tfljtftrift. and some rather imaginative cartoons.
IF . Commenting

on Horizons is a^^aial a order. Je hope the publication of Each in His Own 
Tongue doesn’t impl^'iywy^ient with it by Harry. The view expressed is a rather 
common'one, that atheiUs and deists merely disagree over words, but anyone who 
has watched for it in a philosophical argument will note at almost every point a 
great gulf /tWWdhanist and the animist (the one who believes in the reality of 
things of the spirit). The last stanza, with the line "A picket frozen on duty" 
rather definitely dates the poem as written before the lirst Jorld Jar, rignt, 
Harry? .Then Dan KcPhail rejoins, suggest that he list the contents oi the first 
few mailings; he has a record of them. You don't need anything to suspend that 
participle from, Hank, because it isn’t a participle--it's a gerund, and the prop • 
frase, ’’before being" modifies "to overcome" which modifies "difficulties". See 
Harry’s comments on Whacky; is it possible that the dope types directly onto the 
back of his hekto carbon sheet in making hekto master sheets? Jouldn't a sheet 
of onion skin paper (tho even stencil interleaving won’t nurt tne impression on 
the master) simplify things, H? "All men are born equal’' strikes us as Being, like 
"Ignorantia juris neminem excusat" , a good provisional rule for a race that can’t 
safely follow' a contrary course, but one that is essentially incorrect, and snould 
be changed when the time comes; we take it to mean "All men have equal rights from 
birth". The Bandarlog, dummy, are the monkeys of Kipling’s Mowgli stories, and 
their Road Song is a beautiful expression of self-pride; four lines are .u Jouldn’t 
you like if your tail were so, Curved in the shape of a cupid's bow? Now we’re 
going to— NeveqfcganO. Brother , thy tail hangs down behind.For poetic merit, 
tho, we like Kipl’^g*’s "./hat of the hunting, hunter bold?" better. In addressing 
letters to fans, I generally omit the "Dear" in the salutation, and use the solitary 
nickname which is the key for my alphabetically-filed carbon copies: "Joe", "Rob", 
"Dick”, "Doc", "Doctor", "Kuslan", "Ted", "TeD", etc. •'Fred Senour doesn’t have . 
a point in inquiring how we'd feel if we suddenly could no longer engage in fan 
activity. Je'd feel lost, but so would the philatelist, the radio bug, the sports
man, the ornithologist, and others in a similar situation. Alpha in this issue, 
Looking Behind Us; Beta, On Dit.... The cover cartoon on Jinx is lovely. Of the 
other material, the incident of the English proffess (fem of prof) and Nepenthe 
was interesting, but the page we liked best was the Dissertation upon Nothing. 
Jinx should read someday the real dissertation upon nothing with which I occupied 
about two-thirds of the page in a letter to Olon once; it was fully equal to that 
"This looked like a poem" in Escape, and much longer. HJ should think twice before 
running down Emerson. He was one of the greatest intellects America has produced. 
Unfortunately almost all of the greatest exorcises of his intellect were based upon 
premises and data which are absurd in the light of our mechanistic way of thinking. 
However, my Lit prof kind of set me back on my heels when he said to the class, 111 
trust that you’re all adult enough now to realize that your own point of view isn't 
necessarily the correct one.u Milt, and I think someone else, had something to say 
on the same lines in the 18th Nailing. Washington Worry-Jarts know Tom Slate, who 
is very intelligent and rejects mechanism. As for Thoreau, there are some amusing 
tales about,him—like the time he seceded from the Union—, but he wasn’t the crack
pot he has been made to seem. Tho data from the psychology experiments is interest
ing. (If some Latin student criticizes my singular verb there, I’ll smash him 
flatter’n a fritter!) (And that, children, is what Tucker was talking about when 
he said that (as far as he could tell) any given paragraf in SusPro refers to nothing 
at all.)... In Sound Off.’, 4e's comments on killing in self-defense arc interesting. 
Believe it or don’t, Tom Slate would, disagree with/Jm’ -To Joe: "Forever" is or
dinarily one word; "for ever" carries a slitely different meaning; in this case, 
where there was no reason for Forry to emphasize the adverb, I think it was bad 
diction to use the separated form. ‘That no fans are known who are rich proves 
nothing; consider the proportion of rich people to the whole population, and also
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_ rather, lust the number of fans; thethe number of fans m proportion to ditto, or xvther, jus t0
fans/population ratio isn’t needed for the formula. 100 . . -pn-r wr£nt s X who cells attention to the ter. "spine" applied to a 
Koenig is much in need of that word, as evidenced by us 0- T. if it’s
t°il Mailing, I think the 235 after U is supposed to be a superscript, J, if it s 
a‘subscript it means "so many parts of" like H20; but 2^in this^e-se^ns^ 
the 235th isotope of Uranium or somesuch, doesn t it? i-.e hyp neatness
'ess un things in a piece of chemical algebra, n’est-ce posible? The true greatness 
of stf is not necessarily measured by the greatness of CLi-ioore, S^ein a’ 
its potentialities, and the fact that so few authors -ho. the m 
yet entered fully into the field, should also oe considered, The ■ q^^tion of 
swear when you don't believe in anything is annoying.^ S-rearitte any_
forms strikes us as inadequate, 
thing like the fervor that Jillian 
with.
it is

-reat have 
The question of how to 

Swearing by science in various 
, for I personally don’t believe in Science with any- 
' ’ 1 Jennings Bryan believed in God and the Devil

In the mtter of swearing, I think it’s best to take the language a ou as 
or rather, leave it alone, dith the boys at work I may occasional^, say 

"The~Hell you are" for humorous effect in a conversation; elsewhere De 1. 
is the Thule of my profanity as a rule. This restraint.makes it possible to sho. 
beyond question that I feel strongly about something when I say, for example, F 
God's sake don't let Louis get any damn fool ideas about enlisting." •'= d“J.

Joe'; argument on the ?ast page is waterproof. • Studiousness and mch^reading 
do not necessarily keep a person from acquiring normal social - y • •■-
there are people who exhibit both—I think Singleton was one. I think I ..yse

sxa. s««-Eg.
Astounding where a guy made an invisible monster partly visible oy throwing a box 
tf ?Se ^powder over'X Boy, how we do wander! Lee should grange \is material 
to more definitely indicate where an article is supposes to end. ine note aoout 
In autobiography being as final as a last will and testament is interesting. .But 
F00F00 forbid! As for the declamation on poetry, this is all very good groping 
Star the essence of poetry, if that is not nonexistent, but one ought always to 
keep in mind that what he digs up must fit all that is rightly called P°etryjind__ 
not other things* Jhich is why we think that the essence of poe y 
fiction, or of what makes a fan, is a will-o’-the-wisp; tnere is no 
Uynburn’s uoem in this issue is good, but Chauvenet’s is.excellent, 
the heroine of a Horse’s Tale, by iferk Twain, I think tr.is paragraf 
long and so I will start another.

• ,fe had something quite penetrating
to say about the poetic fragment from Lowndes' i-------
mind Je only, hope that the epic we're working on on 
to objective ears. Tho we take some heart from the fact that the very artificial 
Byhrtnuth and the Blackness was not too catcallishly received; Singleton actually 

said he sort ' Quteto's an-alysis of Basic English seems quite valid.
Je were interested in Basic English at the time were doing a.tern paper on arti
ficial languages for the same reason that we chiefly enjoy toreign languages, xor 
the nep slants they give us on the characteristics of language in gene;ral• 
Esperanto lesson on one of the ad pages, we notice that in Esperanto tnesingular 
and pl-oral pronouns are the same in the second person, ,/hile this is &cner^lly t 
f tve convential address in natural languages, it is a pernicious tning (time out 
ihiie we look up pernicious to be sure we're not stretching its meaning too meh).

, or of science- 
single clement.
And, to misquote 
is getting too

’‘ ; and discerning 
weaker days, but it has slipped our 

a and off won’t sound like this
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The necessity of a distinction between singular and plural in the second person 
is shown by the cumbersome devices accepted in various languages to got around 
the loss of the true singular 
doubtless 
plural i s

"vous autres", "vosotros", and "you all", and 
the Germans have a device for this purpose also, to make it clear when 
definitely meant, incidentally, we want to remark here the parallel 

form "who all" when it is desired to indicate that "who" is plural. Referring 
to Guteto #3, I am not so sure of Esperanto’s peculiar superiority as an instru
ment of mental training.... 4e's open letter read, noted, and filed.... Stf 
at a Glance best-liked in the California Mercury. Hews of plans for Twilight 
simply makes us tired, since w© know how little chance there is that the parti
cular plans announced there will be carried out. »/hen will these guys get the 
habit of producing first and talking afterward?

There are many lovely bits in 
Yhos, Jidner standing in the corner and getting the spider:s opinions on things 
stfnal appealed to me. There are some weaknesses in the argument about war, 
mainly because Widner is not as thorogoing s mechanist as he sets out to be, 
but I’d like to take up that subject at leisure sometime in Ramblings.... The 
Gallery of the Gods is very colorful, and the text amusing no little. Elarcy, 
do you want me ~o scrape off the hekto compound that came with my copy and send 
it back to you?... Milton'S comptrollergeneral-like announcements go somewhat 
beyond what is properly the judicial sphere, but we think it a logical and advisable 
extension of the vice-president’s duties. Now grapples Harry Jarner with the ques
tion of what laureates we should have. The existing laureates can be 
so as to apply to distinct types of excellence (mechanical, literary, etc), but 
I agree that some changes should be made. But I have no ideas, beyond 
forward when I was laureate chairman.... The idea of just publishing letters 
they’ve written back and forth to each other doesn't work out well in Phanny; 
the letters are strained, because they knew they were writing for publication; 
and much of their discussions about Phanny were summed up in the editorial. Re 
benefits Communism and Nazism have brot their respective countries, at least you 
can say that Nazism put Germany on its feet industrially and moralely, which be
comes more significant when you look at France and Great Britain during the same 
period. I'll be glad to hear your discussion of propaganda; it's a more involved 
subject than people generally realize.... Notice several side-comments by Sw in 
the SFCList, but I prefer the quieter humor like his question mark 
data on Whacky.... Evans\ sad story of 
himself was quite enjoyable, iThis That- 
and T’other showed some need of disci-

, plining his writing style; but that will 
come with practice.

interpreted.

those put

after s in the

AnotherSwisherAnotherSykoraAnotherJidner

•7e saw nonstoparagraphing in an ad of 
the Methodist Publishing House.

Tucker McPhail 'Jilson Pohl?

"Before the unimaginable power of those 
full-driven generators, the outer 
screens flared and went down like the 
doctrine of substance before i»ocke, Ber
keley, and Hume."

Tftio wants to form a last man club?
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SCIENTIFI COMICS

iVe have learned, 
after alii that 
of coincidences 
all coincidence, 
articles with a

it’s after all

fhnt Odd Bodkins is not fantasy 
from one who follows it regul- y ermn> and a combination
Odd is a lad who is convinced he is a supers, 
has everybody else believing the same thinfc,

That leaves the way open then to concl e 
discussion of the last one on our list.

Oil SUPERMAN
here so that you 

tie recall how the 
*■ ~ glance that

It stinks. f th article, but we continue writing
wouldn't glance how short F^e at a glance tnat

Short-Short-Shortest rfeird Tale was sp introduction, since it was published
Ze °of whatever it was published in. The Phanta.raph. 

^’casting about for a Rejected to publish this ^.^^ZeenZmshZ 

Swisher's files that my article on Speakine of Sciential,
when I was counting on it for a Rej in Studley on the return leg of
which I will be in a minute, when we 1 £ lot of stencils and also sone
the Spiritrip, he turned over to Jinx aforementioned publication. Among
unout^material, which had been very soon after
these stencils were some of an ’ proaise to suppress, much to ourX£S” S&i «*<£%.-• 

floor), but I retrieved them and gave them to Jenkins. ______ _______ jure/
same in two different ci ^instances, so we must deal vdth

REJECTED —SCIENTIAL

Tho I didn’t come right out and say 
guet’s mag, but if it ever even saw 
did, I’ll wager t---------- -
it:

cussions among fans, I’d like first

so, this was 
a second issue,

written ’’for publication" in Ho- 
I don’t know of it, and if it

if it ever even saw a secoua - published in
three Buddy Deering coloring prints that tms was- p

-• to mention that fans interested in such things 
CUSbAUUD , - —--- .._ . “ ■* — — -h-l-- +•«
tolerate some pretty low-grade £an„llt,era^e_*^aJ.
science-fiction, perhaps ’, 
discussions of whether there should be more 
fiction. In return,all we t— 
and Rothman, and speak for the Communists 
/Note: this wasn’t supposed to mean T 
!— , , . . _ xl______ 4- T O -nwior not, 
that political discussions 
number of publications the which 
sociology, etc, discussed in. 
Ramblings, and so on; —and in Su;..v w..- closely related to
marks on matters political,_ economic, and social which are exos / , 
science-fiction, such as •----  —
” .Then everyone has to work only a 
what adjustments 1 
or " That is the effect’on 
Return of Dr X’?’’ In return 
the non-political-cconomic-’
Communists 1-----—

is more closely related to
endless7 example No. 1: Bob and Koso; example No. 2: 

•u Hiiuuld Lv science or less science in scion 
ask (and by "we” I refer to fans like rayself, Ackerman, 

jiisi,s only if they agree with what I m saying) 
—i I spoke for Forry and Milty whether they agreed

‘ ‘ h if you buy them, you know you will find politics,

wix'swSKi
a to worn- only a couple of hours a day, machines doing the rest. 
wiU have to be madehn our system of distributing work andgoods?

public opinion toward science of such movies as The 
rB. the liberal;. agree to do their the
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ITEMS FROM MY SCRAPBOOKS

The ever-popular dinosaur crops up again in another cartoon, not particularly 
funny, that I stuck in my scrapbook in a weak moment. Says one museum attendant 
to another, "This new polish is find ... Takes at least two million years off its 
B.f~e ... Doesn’t it?"

I may*as well confess, since it wasn't popular anyway,-that 
the question contest I included in the Bal Masque wasn’t a completely original 
idea with me. At a party back home one time we got sheets bf•paper.with ten 
questions and a row of numbers at the bottom. The second question is typical: • 
"If X comes before M in-the alphabet write Z under figures 3 and 10. If it 
comes after M write T instead." The line at the bottom, when properly completed, 
read "Eats are on the way".

A clipping from Believe It or Not, wherein Ripley shows 
the close resemblance--differences ape no greater than time works in any unlettered 
language—between the Greek alphabet and a Mayan epic poem which describes in great 
detail the sinking of the land of Mu. I quoted it all in a letter to Tremaine, 
in the Science Discussions days I believe, but it wasn’t printed. Sreally quite 
amazing if true.

______"Oh, where’s my cracked ice and ginger ale1?11

Says the Autocrat of the Breakfast Table: "I think there is one habit ... worse 
than that of punning..' It is the gradual substitution of cant or slang terms for 
words which truly characterize their objects.... These expressions come to be 
algebraic symbols of minds which have grown too weak or indolent to discriminate. 
They are the blank checks of intellectual bankruptcy;—you may fill them up with 
what idea you like; it makes no difference, for there are no funds in the treasury 
upon which they are drawn.... But ... let us discriminate, and be shy of absolute 
proscription. I am omniverbivorous by nature and training." And:

"The great 
moralist says: ’To trifle with the vocabulary which is the vehicle of social 
intercourse is to tamper with the currency of human intelligence, He who would 
violate the sanctity of his mother tongue would invade the recesses of the parental 
till without remorse, and repeat the banquet of Saturn without an indigestion.’1’

Jell, 
boys, reckon we ought a turn xckerman over to the police?

Holmes is very quotable, 
tho. Substitute "fan" for "poet" in the following:

"What is a poet’s fame?—
Sad hints about his reason,

And sadder praise from garreteers,
To be returned in season."

~~~~ “■ _ ------ — _ - ■ _

7/hat story was the "Sky Song of the Rocketeers" included in?
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THEY DID NOT BE
» 1 otter somewhat like the 

Something I Intended doihg while in Boston yasJ thot of it. but I nay pull 
following. I didn’t have p ® from the capital:
something like this yet sorae?nl? '*®“ _ ’ ida jor wining the war and you can have 
Dere Army Department, Dere sirs as i am a patroitic

thank it is eny good i dont want no nonyi * ig the
_____ can aad wont too do ny part to lick : cost of java 6nd 
• • why dont you put a solid Une o ? whin Q ineny ship cane in fornt

it if you
AMerican and
ida. why dont you pu^ fire whin a inemy ship cane xn xux«v
conect them up tft araw,e five or 6 guns in a

at onct so in this way one time v—- --
ship. This way java woud be safe and you
OUXf. . 4-V. 4-Ano WflV
want to say x am dis &-------
you sen renforcments to generl Me arthur
ipeines <---- —
hington to discus my ida with yor ar:.:., 'p’s pPese act fast,
yours Truly a loyal AMERICaH. John otherwise it may be two late,
shold send a radio raessag to java teling. thin my ia
JAB .„ . finance I've often racked ray brain.

Here’s a fragmentary note over wh0B® rtoon t0 0 in gp, hut I didn't indi-
I was apparently jotting down an idea - which apparently shows a modern man
cate the text. and all I have is theP^e^a of rejection, -feat the
leading a horse, confronting a cave man who radices a gesv
joke intended was, I quite forget. _____ _ .

Co°f then (it would be a good^ida to-ange^five  ̂
cold wipe out the hole jap flet. N 

oua ue s^ao kpe-n runing a way. wy dont-mestfid. with the way the urxtish Keep pii-
renforcments to generl Me arthur so he can wipe the japs ou __ _ 
and th!Lg7PtokyVenggSs?f XrX

loyal AMERICANS John A Bristol.

I will glad t° com ,,as'*

mabye you

7fritteT~English molds the spokerklo^r^nriTK^h-the spoken word’s supreme.

Two that Kftnig didn’t pick in an Critic's Report: "... nothing

as enervating as a healthy controversy.infinitive split wide open, 

Joe Gilbert (in Sound Off!. I believe): "Jhichseems to me 
bear out the comments made upon your handwriting in e

Thus, "resign", "resignation"; and'’’Qu1 est-ce que c'est que $a?--------- _

GALT, IT s/HA-T YOU JISH 

?1X?"‘"s£nX£S,”“.rX!XS S S™ V'lhF °S? 

twenty-seven minutes too soon.’ At that 1 ^OPP^ minutes or did you get it out 

"»«™,u. s;>» >». ■»«•»•' w1 x xxx< xx>. 
met him at a convention last year, and I ve got a line on the m/s y 
sians.' '.Tell, for goodness’ sake,’ she said, shoving me oacxto * 
me all about it. Have you met any of the other authors, too? .tet- . 

it on the most unsuspected people. Harry Jenkins' forefingers are as long 

his raidfingers.* Michel a devout SWdtt. Wore

find, 
as

is

lithographed.
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later in a second hajj, mag Bn op.
Un

DEXR CAMPBELL 
--Continued 

Apparently I have already written you ^out the^ir s tfo Unknowns. ^un
reviewed numbers I have on hand oegin with W ®ealized.
disturbingly frequently gape m my i » jhe torn

first page of Beturned 
the story, by fastfading daylight, in the WV“. /outing in Oklahoma. Steve 
car as we came h?“ “ ? remember now exactly why, but I remember

- -k. in the first in

stallment, and that was the case here.^ Jxme numher j E^cted getting^en

tirely, and I picked up the^"^^“/i^/wae 8(^b0 tor 1 Sprague. 
All I read in it was Nothing m tne xtaies,. 
known at that time hadn't really gotten going.iUllstrations kept me from 

reading anything in the August number for some '^^king^l Others, very
Cream, a fairly good one with a nice ^a at the end >01 s 
pastel but nice if you fitted Jour®elf. J ,d ‘ - e latter, the only one
Halo, okay but unlasting; a^,Tw0/^h^t ’1 Peirisome as Prester John, but 
of the Rifhrd-Mouser series I ve ”t involves the comfortable, quiet, happy 
it was.interesting -o notice • hich -nas become almost as stan-land, copied from Chaucer • s medieval England .^hich^ 8cienoe_fiction.
dardized in fantasy as the Gernsback iu None

but Lucifer is an excellent novel. ^t was -excellent (along with
written; now, despite your claims tnat itwoo^iiyp^ outrun it. It remains 
at least half of our . coun^e?d t®perhpps~‘thi6 is the worst of all possible 

U not’easy / inline something that/?uld surely^ 

i/worse;'nor, for that nntter (since Satan's rule 
laws of the universe), something th^, o - m_
said that one c0^?® ^Sad’diapute the'^sening that lay behind that, 
never more than naif happy, I o / . structure of the Universe has
At any rate, I am not inclined t u . r?ther ’’happiness” has been shaped
any particular reference to human to survive, and only in
by Circumstances to a “ea " in fts advances beyond the stage where survival 
the dislocations of human eoclet in variance in Menschenglticx

in

the Author's Note.^ forth half seriously it seems Uth. .

Elder Gods, is one that seems to have a good of individuals^
circles. Something to the efiect that. p / deity —and realize Ingersoll's
striving after the good may actually g^e birth God's iork
sarcastic reversal of Robert B^n®‘ j ever stopped being a mechanist, I might

is the worst of all possiole
i 

huilt into the very natural
- ' ■ ■ -, Samuel'.. Cl emene 

all.the way to 100$ miserable, but
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a queer thing, hut of course the theory behind it is untenable, 
different possible life-pafchs may 1 
there were yet others that didn’t;

, Even tho several 
have"7ended at the river’s edge on that nl^t, 
if there were different pasts for her m 1938, 

SEE sr/x

oS an OH theme.. Anything had a bad anticline, entirely out of harmony with 

the body of -he story‘gong of the Bear-god stank, too. Page had a magnificent 
canvas to work on, possibilities beyond those that Harold Lamb has developed so 
wonderfully. But Sons of the Bear-God stinks.^ 00ver. for Lest Darkness

the best of the illustration-covers you had. The interiorsevere

; I've sung its praises elsewhere.... Time- 
If only we could be sure of its reli- 

Maybe it'll

trail. was tilts UKbU UX VAXO ----- -- « . ,
super-excollent; I don't see why they couldn't have 
Lest Darkness Fall I'll say nothing here;
travel Happens.’ is a truly amazing thing. 
ability, wc could develop many useful laws about the nature of time.
happen again sometime; even maybe a car full of fans may ride into 1737 someday 
The book review of The Story of Prophecy makes interesting readin^-tou-... Johnny 
on the Spot somehow was handled so I didn't tumble, nice bit.... I notice in 
—And Having Jrit, you say Unknown uses any type of story as long es it fulfills 
the requirement "it must entertain''. Bosh and twaddle, sir; you know that s not 
XTyardstick for picking stories for Unknown. You know there are lots of very 
entertaining stories that would be completely unsuited for Unknown.

. had an attractive cover, but somehow, of the contents I read only It Happens Twice 
At Least (which is 
serial I never

Deputy «7dS a g— — - ~ .
fantasy, but I don't see that Hubbard, in the 
his deputies. I mean, he didn't show how he wormed thru them, 
killed all around McLean —but Elron never tells how it happens, 
tion need a deputy in the first place

is very interesting, if true) and On the Knees oi the Gods, 
finished because it was a mere potboiler after it got going. 

Death's 
--ood story, and contrary to what some letter-writer said, is properly 

end, connected up Destruction and 
So people get

.Thy did Destruc-
, and incidentally, how did he act on him?

The 'climactic twist at the very end of the tale deservesjraise.^tho^I had^to read 
back in the story for a while before I caught on...
The Psychomorph another tale with a swell ending... 
unusual; not often do you find this 
in fantasiana. The story lost unit, 
the Premature Burial and the Black Cat;

Call of Duty was amusing.... 
Jhen It Jas Moonlight most 

rind of fiction about an historical character 
a little by referring to two of foe's stories, 

a bit confusing.
The 

for reasons similar 
read whi1e standing 
at the beginning 
up pretty well, 
very good

another serial I started and abandoned, 
shunned God-Knees.... Philtered Power, 
the Ji nd, was weak in the If-paragraphs 
ere they were done, but the story ended 
up toward the end, and turned out to be
fantasy.... Gateway had beautiful suggestions in it, 
Derm Fool a new idea, handled swelegantly.

He Shuttles
tho I don't think the conclusion was entirely necessary logically.

Reign of Wizardry is 
to those for which I 
in line for Gone with 

which became tiresome
The Black Farm also sped

The Living-Ghos-t- scarcely 
but too little of them....

was pretty well worked out, 
“' , The most extra

ordinary thing about the story was the perfect way in which the artist captured 
the idea of smoke curling downward. ./hen I said "conclusion" just then, I -asn't 
referring to the author's forenote and afternote in the first person. They were 
beauties. . .

The Roaring Trumpet shows de Camp bringing in more of his unnecessary 
objectionable passages, but spite of that small flaw, it rates very high among 
the stories you've published, both for the time-travel concept, and Yngvi. Then,
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too I’ve always wanted, to hear more about the Ragnarbk.... Mad Hatter, the only 
other story I read in this number, doesn't seem to call for cgmment.

to be missing from my files. Yes, I know it is; I never got it. So to the first 
number in the Hew dress, which has seemed generally satisfactory, especially since 
you dropped the illegible script for the title of the feature novel and put the 

in plain print up at the top of the list of stories on the cover, ^y the 
there is one disadvantage of this new set-up, tho; it means three different 

, blurbs saying about the same thing, out varying, 6Xa.8p6T3.y~ 
And anyway, blurbs have always 'been a veaxmess of yours, 

stated fes tho they were laying down some universal 
the special cire instances 

J*ear was lovely, as I've 
: was lousy. In the first 
for your blurb, and in the 

without point.... The Flayed Jolf was neat, tno 
not thinking i. — ---

name i 
way, t 
blurbs for most stories 
ingly in minor details, 
the worst being those that are . .
law, but which laws have little application outside oi 
of the story, and probably are not generally valid.... 
said at greater length elsewhere.... Fisherman’s Luck 
place, the rod wasn't used enuf times to give grounds 
TreS itmo^or "teofeaX iJJthteAngit was worth rea<j%tire, so starting 

by reading tee end of the story Uelted the newness of Soaring

Trurpet, but was worth reading, noticed a slip in it: de Cat® was so interested 
Alling attention to the verb "to hight" that he had Shea use it incorrectly, 
ter etting that Shea's translation to another universe gives him perfect oou.und

theiXuage spoken there.... It was a mddeningly effective piece with a 
conclusion that whipped you around and sluamed you up agams. a traBedy Jus as 
you thot everything- was going to end happily.... AH Hoads was okay, but com
pletely given away by its Bevil ,fakeg the „as very ,oodi but w?ul4
have been better had Heinlein not thrown in the rather petty propaganda for “ts 
nerscnal opinions on current affairs, like his objections to conuiosien governnent., 
his favor for negroes, his distrust of monopolies, and so on. I like the all- 
--■ross-the-page line, and an sorry the large size forced you to discontinue it-... 
Oh a word teout your editorial this tine. Tour decrying- of the vero to be 
is’interesting particularly when one recalls that according .0 sone students 01 
language, "to be" is the only true verb. I reckon Korzybski ana co.JX-.ny are 
driving at what you were calling of tho October

ZTrpXps. trThe ^eei's'i1 IfMens'l

Th! Haters good Auf for three pages, not for nore.. .. Score's rendition of tho 
Carden Story was surprisingly effective, tho I read it in very unconioriteic p 

ns in the It Louis Union Station and a spaghetti house across tno plaza
The Devil's Hescue and Chickasha/Okla is about all I remember 01 M-... 
Dark Places too unpleasant.... The Tommyknocker was a stinky piece 0 hack wont 
that didn't deserve to be; picked up a little at the end. /ery loose 1^ « • 

the thing. sections of Typewriter in the Sky; it looks to no like a
strai -’-t adventure’yarn with some weak fantasy thrown in. much less than the synopsis 
with Part U ?rtes te make out. Only really worthwhile thing
God la a dirty bathrobe.... The Gods Ml ilade Xd on a tine that’

^V^pS^tlyG it turned out to be very en- 

joyablc. It's tho best thing he's ever done,Jill r werewolf story is ultra. i. s mu

7arm
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and offhand I can’t think of anyone Who’° ^Jcned it for that normal-sight 
hold is good, except for its acceptance °4^nsteS of colors. I never knew 
people say, that color-blind people see 6ray instead 
a color-blind person of whom that was „rue.^ Mislai(1 charm was hilariously 

funny; and I was afraid it was going to 
their characters professional aut M - accents is pretty weak, the Ultimate 
philosophical reasoning beh.nd the theory b ' nc.mbered.... - A word about 
Igoist was very gopdi Pri?.was a character tc^e r®;n^ly been excelient 
the poems you’ve had from / 0' stanzas about his beloved, and Look
ones I remember are Dawn of before me, Fiction, is fair,
About You, Which was the bes. 0- Howard s?- super-super thing in rfoird Tales 
but reminds me too much of -7’-® x bavc seon black cities rise on
some seasons back, the one with the line shadows it.... Crossroads was
a lonely night-time shore*, which ^-length novel.... Doubled and
swell, but I wish it had been worked up into ajfull^
Redoubled was pretty interes ing. o g b been raved over; I thot

» th’e'un^tching of the tone of most of

the story with the final ®ct. °f of the Shea scries.

I liked the brief Xanadu scene, out tne 'and dC never did properly
was unfamiliar, I'm sure, to nearly oil 01 iste„t itf the theories behind the 
describe it. , -He also became meh Most ^rvolouswas
series.... Heinlein's T-ey w<*® , tl be gave a complete description of the
the last page of it where, by i-.plica • ‘ livo. r liked very much.

sr^fiX°^ 
misX'too^- ■ K?ofyRope' was rotton. Likewise the Forbidden Trail.

# x* /R-ifn-rial articles on various types of medieval supernatural
I do not care for your editorial art ‘ . to end...........Not According

beings.... The Fountain X'mXltion?/ ThZ Crest ox the .fave was another 
to Dante was as stinky as its il - pesire a good idea, that could have

certain Ones may be amused has a deal of power t.o .. of
_ly changed completely in 
while it is fairly enjoyable,, 

Bub the. concluding inci- 
□. don t often-find this 
3, but Hibbard uses it very 

this

Friendly Corpse was another story which quite effecti/el 
tone in the last part of it. In the earlier portion, v. 
the only outstanding thing is the death .of Haro-d Sns~. 
donts lift the story entirely out of tne ordinary. 
moralistic treatment undertaken seriously m th.se da/., for
successfully. To shift to a trivia po >- d-3tcad of 'The Case of the Friendly
novel has "The Fountain" at the to the question
Corpse".. ■ • The Road Beyond was a little sticky. .. ittle bit....
in the Devil He Know was anticlwac, .... q~ hcr consisUnt, cither, in the 
Golden Egg was a little disappointing. ' . t0&BW*ir^ back a portion of Elron's 
Egg’s power to sink thru thesoil,. - t ha - “ ,nth the d0cim0ntary stylo 
skull to get in there.... Even tnc wi&cx8
of writing used successfully.^. AstOunding, the first large-sizo Unknown

Corpse”•
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didn’t have a very good lineup of material, Jell, it was fair. Uand of Unreason 
was a little "below par, partly from a lack of freshness. Another defect was your 
sloppy job of cutting it, which "became apparent in many places, for example, in 
the reference to the wand’s power in connection with the incident of the cloudless 
rain, which wasn’t included in the story at all..., No News Today was overdone.... 
A Good Knight’s work was a wow. The dialect used could have ruined a story, "but 
Bloc", handled it, and the narrator's manner of thinking, "beautifully.... Prescience 
reminds me of many stories and plays in which the hard-headed materialist is shown 
to "be a fool, "but the stories and plays cheat "by accepting anti-materialistic ideas, 
which I consider of very doubtful validity.... Finger.’ Finger.' effective.... Bor
rowed Glory did not surprise me, "but was enjoyable anyway.... I’m afraid de Camp 
pretty well knocked the props out from under Boucher, tho some flaws could be 
picked in dC’s arguments. Je dislike to believe in Nostradamus or any other pro
phets, tho, because if they're believable, then Time must be imagined as one
dimensional.... Smoke Ghost was swell, and Cartier's illustration for it was 
perfect.,.. A Gnome There Jas was a little boring for the most part, and I thot 
I found an illogicality in it, I believe in the king’s flinging of the eggs, but 
I’ve no time nor disposition to run the flaw down.

Bit of Tapestry was a good story, 
tho just why some of the things were indicated to be important, I couldn't see. 
The Sisters’ battle against the Planners is a nice concept, and the end of the 
story is well done.,.. Occupation: Demigod was a trifle.... Brat also of no 
note.... Smulbug so-so; he was a better character than the story was a story.,.. 
Jith a Blunt Instrument stank.... Hereafter, Inc, very nice, and quite logical.... 
Czech Interlude just another ghostory.... de Camp doesn't do as well in the type 
of "modern mythology" (to use Campbell’s term) that puts a supernatural element 
in the everyday world, as he does in the type in which a modern man goes into a 
supernatural world. Mr Arson was definitely below standard.

In the Undesired Prin
cess, de Camp came up again, but definitely. Of course, he was being a little 
unfair with Aristotle, since-- I think I've said that before. It is remarkable 
how far logic, in very recent years, has advanced beyond that which held sway, 
practically unchanged, for milleniums. The best parts of this story are those in 
which, applying new principles, the hero breaks down problems that worried into 
their graves thinkers of elder ages.... Etaoin Shrdlu was beautiful.... The Shoes 
didn't deserve publishing..,. Design for Dreaming was passably good. However, 
the nitemares the villain was beginning to send the hero at the end of the story 
shouldn't have been so very effective, since the hero actually wasn’t the villain's 
psychological type at all.

To the current number, now. Prelude to Armageddon looks 
a lot like Cartmill’s Tapestry story, with the behind-the-scenes stated a little 
more explicitly now, and perhaps less forcefully.... Jesus Shoes another nothingness 
that held no surprise.... The Compleat Jerewolf was misnamed, but it's a welcome 
addition to the fiction on this subject. Making it all lead up to spy-busting was 
a little weak, I think; particularly since the main things that spies must dig for 
are probably not the new inventions at all, but simply gathering and correlating 
data which is common knowledge in the locality, like the location of munitions 
plants, number of troops, weather conditions, ktp.... The Room told too little 
of the ;vondrou8 aspects of the room.... Boucher's book review was good reading.... 
Jane Rice is showing more versatility, and Pobby is all right. The author does 
seem a little too conscious of her own cleverness at times, and the supernatural 
ideas in the story don't fit themselves easily into an orderly, logical system, 
like the best Unknown writers would do it.

Boy, this is a load off my mind.'
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